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BPF Response to Voluntary Health Insurance Scheme Consultation Document 

BPF supports the proposed Voluntary Health Insurance Scheme (VHIS), subject to the 
following comments, as a pragmatic transitional response to the systemic weaknesses of our 
current healthcare structures. 

(a) Support for Minimum Requirements 

We support the introduction of a regulatory regime for individual Hospital Insurance 
including the Minimum Requirements prescribed by the Government, subject to 
comments under (b). 

(b) Views on Requirements 

The one year requirement for guaranteed acceptance and for High Risk Pool (HRP) 
access to those over 40 is too short both because it gives too little time for potential 
buyers to understand and assess the viability of the scheme and because they may 
be constrained by the period of insurance on existing cover. As an extreme example, 
an insured whose existing policy is renewable the day after implementation would 
have to make the transfer to the new scheme then or lose the right to guaranteed 
acceptance. The ban on Deductibles and the exclusion of pre-existing condition 
should not apply to those over 40 who join the scheme later and do not qualify for 
HRP, but this should be at their option. 

(c) Group Hospital Insurance Waiver 

We agree in principle subject to our comments under (d) but question the definition 
of Group Hospital Insurance. Whilst there are many groups other than 
Employer/Employee Groups which should qualify, this leaves the door open for 
informal groups to get around the individual insurance limitations.  We propose a 
more stringent definition of “Group” during implementation discussion. 

(d) Conversion Option and Voluntary Supplement(s) 

We agree to both the Conversion Option and Voluntary Supplement but consider 
that, for the protection of individuals’ interests, these should be required to be 
offered as an employee rather than an employer elective option. Public servants 
should be given similar protection. 
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(e) Setting up a High Risk Pool (HRP) 

The setting up of a High Risk Pool is fundamental to the viability of VHIS as a 
voluntary scheme. It is impossible to project accurately the risk profile of the scheme 
in general and the HRP in particular over 25 years and Government should assume 
the full financial risk of HRP over the capped premium level. Government cannot on 
the one hand require a private industry to subscribe to non-commercial criteria and 
on the other fail to meet the support commitments it offers in consideration. The 
projected cost of this support - over a very long period - will use only a small 
proportion of the $50 billion which the Government had pledged to draw from the 
fiscal reserve to support Healthcare reform. Also by attracting High Risk patients to 
the private sector, it relieves the service capacity and cost pressure on the public 
sector. 

(f) Tax Deduction 

Yes, but we can see no logic in capping the number of dependants. We believe that 
any premium for individual Hospital Insurance is in effect a form of “voluntary” 
health tax and as such provide extra funding to the overall healthcare funding mix for 
Hong Kong. Therefore all premiums paid for individual Hospital Insurance policies 
owned by taxpayers covering themselves and/or their dependants should be tax 
deductible. For the scheme to succeed, the more people join at an early age the 
better and the scheme should encourage rather than inhibit childbirth. Indeed as 
mentioned later, we would like to see part of the HK$50 billion fund set aside by 
Government allocated to incentives for early take up of voluntary insurance. Due to 
our inherent low tax regime, many would be purchasers have already said that tax 
deduction is unattractive.  

(g) Migration of Existing Policies to VHIS 

We have already made the point that the one year window is too short. 

(h) Regulation by Food and Health Bureau (FHB) 

We do support this in principle as we believe that it is an important element in 
Government taking umbrella responsibility for the total healthcare system both 
public and private. However, so long as the system remains voluntary, it is essential 
that consensus be reached between Government and the Insurance Industry on the 
division of responsibility and that the Industry is treated as a partner in regulation. 

(i) Other Matters 

1.  We strongly believe that the $50 billion pledge should be directed primarily to 
system reform, relieving pressure on the public system and to community based 
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care rather than augmenting the public hospital system which already attracts 
the lion’s share of Government health funding resource. Since the success, both 
short and long term, of VHIS depends on attracting new uptake particularly by 
young people (whose burden on the hospital system is minimal), we urge 
Government to subsidise or provide vouchers for the premium cost of 
dependants below the age of 18.  

2.  Although voluntary, VHIS will be subject to constant public scrutiny and criticism 
with Government held accountable for its weaknesses. As with MPF, one of the 
key areas of focus will be cost loading. The current cost loading of individual 
health insurance of some 36% (probably inaccurate) is clearly unacceptable and if 
unaddressed will end in disaster. As a starting point, all insurers should be 
required to disclose in all their promotional literature and premium quotations 
the level of their own latest expense loading. At the industry level, targets should 
be set for a phased reduction over not more than say ten years to halve the 
expense loading. In the shorter term, there should be a commitment that tax 
deduction plus expense savings will balance the premium increase from 
introduction of the Standard Plan. 

3.  The debate on VHIS has been clouded by misleading information on existing 
health insurance coverage and a lack of information from the insurance industry 
relating to both existing policies and new policies issued in recent years between 
those that are true indemnity policies largely complying with the proposed 
minimum standard and other substandard or non-compliant policies. Insurers 
should be required to collate and publish this information broken down with 
average premiums and number of policies by age group. 

4.  There are two other areas we see as vital to the success of the proposed scheme. 
The first is that Government continues to bring pressure to bear on hospitals and 
healthcare providers for consistency and transparency of charges and for the 
introduction of diagnosis-related groups (DRG) package pricing and the second is 
for the Insurance Industry to develop more incentives for healthy living to 
reduce the need for access to healthcare. e.g. in the form of premium discount. 

Note: BPF is happy for its views to be made public 

(March 2015)  

 


